TO: Subscribers:
- Family of Services
- NOAA Weather Wire Service
- Emergency Managers Weather Information Network
- NOAAPort
 Other NWS Partners and Employees

FROM: Andy Rost
Director, National Operational Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center (NOHRSC)

SUBJECT: Original NOHRSC Domain Name Permanently Switched from nws.gov to nohrsc.noaa.gov: Effective September 12, 2013

Effective September 12, 2013, the original National Operational Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center (NOHRSC) domain name was permanently switched from nws.gov to nohrsc.noaa.gov. The nohrsc.noaa.gov domain has been in use at NOHRSC within its public facing services, such as the website, for several years with the original nws.gov domain aliased to it. Legacy references to the nws.gov domain should be changed to nohrsc.noaa.gov.

For more information, please contact:

Andy Rost
National Operational Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center
National Weather Service, NOAA
Chanhassen, MN
952-368-2508
andy.rost@noaa.gov

National Service Change Notices are online at:

https://www.weather.gov/notification/archive
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